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A ;-) AT THE  
PAST AND FUTURE OF ENGLISH 
Tiffany Li† 
INTRODUCTION 
T IS ALWAYS WITH a certain amount of wry, knowing amusement that 
we turn to the thoughts of people from the past remarking on the 
future (that is, our present). It is similar to how slightly older children 
view slightly younger children. They were so innocent then, those 
thinkers of the past! Look at what they thought computers could do, what 
language could be! How adorably naïve! Not like us, we who have put 
away our childish things.  
Of course, the science fiction of our present may someday seem as pa-
thetically misconceived as that of the past. So, too, will many of our cur-
rent ideas (and, alas, much of our current scholarship1) on such future-
forward topics as technology, the internet, and even the way in which new 
forms of communication (e.g., email, text messaging, social media) have 
affected our language.  
Consider, then, “Machinery and English Style,” an essay written by 
Robert Lincoln O’Brien in a 1904 volume of the Atlantic Monthly. O’Brien 
discusses the manners in which the typewriter, dictation, shorthand, and 
                                                                                                                         
† Tiffany Li is a Resident Fellow at Yale Law School’s Information Society Project, where she leads the 
Wikimedia/Yale Law School Initiative on Intermediaries and Information. Copyright 2018 Tiffany Li. 
1 Not yours, of course. Everyone else’s. 
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the telegraph (new technological shifts of his time) negatively affected the 
English language. Like much of what is written about technology, this es-
say was rapidly outdated and, now, just over a century later, can only re-
ally be viewed as an archeological relic. Yet, perhaps because of its obso-
lescence, the essay is a fascinating read today. In it, and in our presentist 
reaction to it, we can glean understandings applicable to modern discus-
sions of technology and language.  
I.  
A FAMILIAR RING 
’Brien’s complaints about newfangled communication technology 
ruining traditional language and culture will likely ring familiar2 to 
many readers of our present time. These are the same complaints that 
many of our contemporaries3 express concerning new (to us) technologies 
like computers and cell phones and new forms of communication like 
email and text messaging. Textspeak,4 netspeak,5 chatspeak,6 lolspeak,7 
hashtags,8 emoticons,9 emoji,10 gifs,11 memes,12 niche memes,13 flops.14 
                                                                                                                         
2 Also potentially ruining traditional language: the use of questionable phrases like “ring 
familiar,” which appears to be a combination of the idioms “ring true” and “have a familiar 
ring.” The idiom “ring true” likely originates from the concept of testing the authenticity 
of a coin by sound. Nancy M. Kendall, “True and False,” Christian Science Monitor 
(March 19, 2003). www.csmonitor.com/2003/0319/p22s01-hfgn.html. The verb con-
struction “ring familiar” is not related to the truth-determining “ringing” of the “ring true” 
idiom, but instead borrows the grammatical construction and adds it to the meaning from 
“have a familiar ring,” referring to a recognizable sound denoting familiarity. 
3 Not you, of course. Everyone else. 
4 Lara L. Eller et al., Instant Message Communication and its Impact upon Written Language (2018), 
www.researchgate.net/publication/267419817_Instant_Message_Communication_and
_its_Impact_upon_Written_Language. 
5 D. Crystal, Language and the Internet 2 (2006). 
6 Abigail J Rovner, Chat Reference and Chat Speak. A Master’s Paper for the M.S. in L.S degree (April 
2005), cdr.lib.unc.edu/indexablecontent/uuid:7172ba38-17c5-4422-a17f-08f4b3f50731. 
7 Jordan Lefler, I can has thesis? a linguistic analysis of lolspeak (2011) (LSU Master’s Theses), 
digitalcommons.lsu.edu/gradschool_theses/1271; Beata Bury & AdamWojtaszek, Linguistic 
Regularities of LOLspeak, 14 Sino-US English Teaching 30 (2017), www.researchgate.net/ 
publication/317200039_Linguistic_Regularities_of_LOLspeak. 
8 Michele Zappavigna, Searchable talk: the linguistic functions of hashtags, 25 Social Semiotics 274-
O 
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Email begat direct message begat tweet15 begat snap16 begat . . . what, ex-
actly? How can we understand the state of language today – or at any time 
– when language is constantly evolving? 
O’Brien’s critique of new (to him) rhetorical trends influenced by the 
technologies of his time is, at times, almost embarrassingly familiar. 
O’Brien lauds the telegraph for its ability to push speakers towards brevity 
in communication, incentivizing “the periodic sentence, the clean-cut sen-
tence, the readily understood sentence.”17 Commentators of our time have 
made similar statements regarding Twitter and its 280-character (formerly 
140-character) message limit as contributing to a renewed focus on brevi-
                                                                                                                         
91 (2015); Julia Turner, #InPraiseOfTheHashtag, N.Y. Times (Nov. 2, 2012), www.nytimes. 
com/2012/11/04/magazine/in-praise-of-the-hashtag.html; Vyvyan Evans, #language: 
evolution in the digital age, The Guardian (June 26, 2015) www.theguardian.com/media-
network/2015/jun/26/hashtag-language-evolution-digital-age. 
9 Tyler Schnoebelen, Emotions Are Relational: Positioning and the Use of Affective Linguistic Re-
sources (dissertation). stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:fm335ct1355/Dissertation_Schnoebelen 
_final_8-29-12-augmented.pdf. 
10 Eric Goldman, Emojis and the Law, 93 Washington L. Rev. (forthcoming 2018), papers.ssrn. 
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3133412. 
11 Amanda Hess and Katy Waldman, Will Words Soon Be Replaced by GIFs? A Debate in Words 
and GIFs., Slate (May 11, 2015). www.slate.com/blogs/lexicon_valley/2015/05/11/ 
are_gifs_the_future_of_communication_will_they_replace_words.html. 
12 Kim Zetter, Humans Are Just Machines for Propagating Memes, Wired Magazine (Feb. 29, 
2008), www.wired.com/2008/02/ted-blackmore/?currentPage=all; Olivia Solon, Rich-
ard Dawkins on the internet’s hijacking of the word ‘meme’, Wired Magazine (June 20, 2013), 
www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-06/20/richard-dawkins-memes. 
13 Taylor Lorenz, ‘Niche Memes’ Are the Secret Clip Art Diaries Teens Are Posting on Instagram, 
Daily Beast (Dec. 5, 2017). www.thedailybeast.com/niche-memes-are-the-secret-clip-art-
diaries-teens-are-posting-on-instagram. 
14 Taylor Lorenz, Teens Are Debating the News on Instagram, Atlantic Monthly (July 26, 2018). 
www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/07/the-instagram-forums-where-teens-
go-to-debate-big-issues/566153/. 
15 Brandon Smith, The Beginner’s Guide to Twitter, Mashable (June 5, 2012), mashable.com/ 
2012/06/05/twitter-for-beginners/ 
16 Larry Magid, What Is Snapchat and Why Do Kids Love It and Parents Fear It? (Updated), Forbes  
(May 1, 2013), www.forbes.com/sites/larrymagid/2013/05/01/what-is-snapchat-and-
why-do-kids-love-it-and-parents-fear-it/. 
17 When explaining the utility of brevity, it is always beneficial to repeat your point three 
times. 
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ty and clarity in communication.18 O’Brien’s mechanical explanation of 
shorthand should be quite familiar to anyone who has encountered the 
abbreviations, acronyms, and other forms of shortened communication 
that are now endemic in our increasingly digital society. (In a certain light, 
a Kim Kardashian reaction gif is simply an updated S.O.S. sent in Morse 
code.)  
O’Brien’s earnest paean to punctuation is particularly interesting, in 
that he is likely both correct and incorrect regarding the role of punctua-
tion in language today (and in the “today” of his time). O’Brien writes: 
It seems clear that, as our language has progressed, more and more 
dependence has been placed on the punctuation. It has done more 
work; delicate shades of meaning have been conveyed by the visual 
image which the punctuation itself makes. This tendency, then, is 
in process of checking, so far as the telegraph operates to affect 
present-day usage. When the wires slight punctuation19 they do 
rhetorical form an injury for which nothing can atone. 
It is not improbable that new communication trends like the use of dicta-
tion may have influenced English speakers of O’Brien’s time to eschew 
formal punctuation. Similarly, new technologies (e.g., mobile phones) 
and new forms of communication (e.g., Twitter) have likely changed the 
ways we use punctuation today. If the telegraph’s role in incentivizing 
people to use slightly fewer punctuation marks was an “injury for which 
nothing can atone,” I shudder to think of how O’Brien would react to our 
current use of punctuation ;-)  
However, the fact that technologies like the telegraph or the cell phone 
have changed the role of punctuation does not diminish the importance of 
punctuation itself. O’Brien’s initial statement is still correct: Punctuation 
is important. In fact, its importance is increasing, not decreasing, as our 
language progresses. Today, punctuation can play new roles in communi-
cation, perhaps most notably through emoticons which use typographical 
symbols to convey new meanings through images. One could argue that 
O’Brien was actually quite prescient when he noted the “delicate shades of 
                                                                                                                         
18 www.wsj.com/articles/brevity-is-the-soul-of-twitterwhy-change-1445296521; www.thegua 
rdian.com/technology/commentisfree/2017/sep/27/brevity-soul-twitter-280-characters. 
19 Perhaps in the same way as O’Brien slighted the comma that should have followed this 
phrase. 
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meaning . . . conveyed by the visual image which the punctuation itself 
makes.” To say that ;-) conveys less meaning than a properly placed semi-
colon is to unfairly dismiss the capacity of human beings to find new and 
creative ways to communicate meaning. 
New technologies are only one factor influencing the development of 
language, but they are perhaps the most visible and easily identifiable fac-
tor. As O’Brien writes, “In every age since written language began, rhe-
torical forms have been to a considerable extent influenced by the writing 
materials and implements which were available for man’s use.” Certainly, 
one can accept that communication technologies can shape the way lan-
guage develops. This, however, has far greater implications than simply 
that technologies can cause rhetorical trends. 
II.  
LANGUAGE AND REFERENCE 
A. The Ship of Theseus 
he Sapir-Whorf hypothesis20 posits that the unique structure of a lan-
guage shapes or determines the manner in which a native speaker un-
derstands and interacts with the world. This theory generally appears in 
conversations on bilingualism, translation, and difficulties or benefits of 
intercultural communication. However, it does not take a great stretch of 
the imagination to extend this hypothesis to different forms of language, 
not separated by nationality or history, but by time. Compare O’Brien’s 
English language, as exhibited in this Atlantic Monthly essay, with the Eng-
lish language of a modern-day thirteen-year-old child, as exhibited in the 
comments section on YouTube. Would growing up with native fluency in 
the English of the late 1800s shape a person’s perceptions to be radically 
different than those of a person whose mother tongue was the English of 
the early 2000s? If so, what, if any, are the implications for how we should 
                                                                                                                         
20 This is the common term describing the general body of thought concerning linguistic 
relativism. Perhaps appropriately, it is a somewhat inaccurate moniker that, despite its 
inaccuracy, has become the de facto name for the topic. (Sapir and Whorf never co-
authored anything of note, and neither referred to linguistic relativism as anything so 
insubstantial as a “hypothesis.”) E.F. Konrad Koerner, The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis: A Pre-
liminary History and a Bibliographical Essay, 2 J. Linguistic Anthropology 173 (Dec. 1992). 
T 
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think about, develop, and regulate the new communication technologies 
that shape our language today and in the future? 
Moving even further afield, we can press on with this analogy of dis-
crete time-based languages (the English of 2000 vs. the English of 1800) 
and dip a toe into the waters of philosophical inquiry. New technologies 
like the telegraph or the cell phone may change the way language devel-
ops, and languages may change so much that the language of one time 
(say, the English of 2000) is entirely different from the language of anoth-
er (the English of 1800).  
Naturally, the first problem that arises is how to determine the thresh-
old at which the English of 2000 (E2) is an entity distinct from the English 
of 1800 (E1). This is essentially a classic Ship of Theseus21 identity ques-
tion. How much can a language change its fundamental parts before it is 
no longer itself? A sentence written in English that includes an emoji 
would likely be considered by most to still be a sentence in English. But 
what of a string of emoji without a single word? A sentence that includes 
an internet acronym is likely still a sentence in English imho.22 What of a 
sentence written entirely in shorthand? Is “writing” in emoji fundamentally 
different from writing shorthand? One could argue that both emoji and 
shorthand are forms of abbreviated speech, in which meaning is conveyed 
through direct reference to English words. However, especially with emo-
ji, it is also possible that the very form of the communication changes the 
meaning of the messages being conveyed. If so, which language is the 
speaker speaking? How do we interpret languages (or quasi-languages) like 
emoji in matters of law23 and governance?  
                                                                                                                         
21 This is an ancient thought experiment in which a ship, presumably belonging to Theseus, 
slowly has all of its component parts replaced. The original ship is surely the ship of Theseus. 
If one single plank on that ship is replaced with a new plank, is the ship still the ship of 
Theseus? Or is it a new ship? After every single component part has been replaced with new 
parts, is the ship (that is now composed entirely of new parts) still the ship of Theseus? If 
no, at which point does the amalgamation of new and old parts no longer qualify as the 
ship of Theseus?  
22 The acronym “IMHO” means “in my humble opinion.” Alexis Madrigal, There Is Only One 
Thing IMHO Can Mean, Atlantic Monthly (May 2, 2018). www.theatlantic.com/technology 
/archive/2018/05/there-is-only-one-thing-imho-can-mean/559481/. 
23 Goldman, Emojis and the Law, note 10 above. 
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B. Translation Problems 
Now, let us assume E1 and E2 are different enough to constitute two 
different languages. If there is a point at which the English language at dif-
ferent times becomes so different that each language can be considered a 
distinct entity, then the same translation problems occur as between 
speakers of different languages. The difference between E1 (English in 
1800) and E2 (English in 2000) is not so great as the difference between 
E1 and, say, F1 (French in 1800). However, this may not always be the 
case, especially over longer periods of time. 
If we (speakers of E2) wish to critique the language of the past (E1) or 
change the language of the future (E3), it seems logical that we must first 
establish that it is possible for an E2 speaker to understand E1 and E3. 
Otherwise, it would seem at best misguided to say that an E2 speaker 
could speak intelligently about E1 or responsibly guide the development of 
E3. The question then is: Can an E2 speaker understand E1 (or E3)? Can a 
person speaking the English of O’Brien’s time understand the language 
spoken in our time? Or the language that will be spoken in another centu-
ry after us?  
Some philosophers argue that there can be no true understanding be-
tween speakers of different languages. W.V. Quine frames this problem as 
the “inscrutability of reference.”24 Quine argues that it is fundamentally 
impossible for a speaker of one language to truly understand anything said 
in another language. This phenomenon occurs because it is impossible to 
determine if you are correctly understanding the connection between any 
word spoken by a speaker and the objective thing the speaker is referring 
to when saying the word.  
(For example, Chinese speakers traditionally use the word “qing” to re-
fer to shades that English speakers would refer to as either “green” or 
“blue.” One can imagine a scenario in which a Chinese speaker refers to an 
object as having a “qing” color. An English speaker looking at the same 
object might see it as “blue.” The English speaker then, would likely as-
sume that “qing” and “blue” were words that referred to the same color. 
This assumption would yield an inaccurate translation.) 
References can only be understood in the context of the speaker’s 
                                                                                                                         
24 See generally Willard Van Orman Quine, Word and Object (1960). 
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background language and ontological understanding of the world. Because 
we are each limited by our own background language and ontological 
commitments, it is impossible for anyone to fully understand references in 
another language.  
This inscrutability of reference extends not only to speakers of differ-
ent languages but also to speakers of the same language, who still have no 
way to determine if they are using the same words to refer to the same 
things. (Assume you and I both speak English.25 If I say the sky is blue, you 
have no way of knowing that what I understand as “blue” is the same hue 
that you understand to be “blue,” despite the fact that we speak the same 
language.) So, an E2 speaker might not understand speakers of E1 or E3, 
even if all three speakers appear to be speaking a form of English, because 
speakers of these three languages may use the same words to refer to dif-
ferent things, based on their own background languages and ontological 
commitments. Thus, there is no way to objectively determine if, for ex-
ample, a “wink” is the same as ;-) is the same as 😉. 
And yet, communication does manage to occur,26 even in the face of 
this inscrutability. Quine does not believe that communication is impossi-
ble. Rather, we communicate by recognizing that spoken references are 
relative and reliant on the speaker’s language and understanding of the 
world. Accepting that, we can come to shared agreement on meaning. For 
example, it may not be possible to know if two people think of the same 
shade when they say “blue.” But both can agree that the word “blue” can 
be used to refer to the color of the sky.  
Ludwig Wittgenstein theorized that language should be understood in 
pragmatic terms. Perhaps his most famous dictum on language is simply: 
“Meaning is use.” That is, the meaning of a word (or an emoji) is not some 
abstract notion that exists independent of context. Instead, “For a large 
class of cases – though not for all – in which we employ the word “mean-
ing,” it can be defined thus: the meaning of a word is its use in the lan-
guage.”27 For our purposes, we can say that an E2 speaker need not under-
stand the abstract value of any word (or emoji) spoken by a speaker of E1 
                                                                                                                         
25 If you do not, then I hope Google Translate has done a good job with this essay. 
26 Sometimes, even in law journals! 
27 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investiations (1953). 
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or E2. What is important is understanding (or attempting to understand) 
the way in which the words are used. 
Therefore, even if we believe that time (and technological shifts) can 
change a language so drastically that it becomes functionally a different 
language, we can still seek to understand the language of other times. We 
can at least do this to a great enough extent that we can thoughtfully 
comment on the language of the past and perhaps attempt to influence the 
development of the language of the future. To do so, we must keep in 
mind that languages are not abstract entities, but rather relative and con-
textual, with meaning derived from use. 
C. Moving Forward 
O’Brien criticizes the English language of his time and what he believes 
to be harmful trends in the development of the English of the future. We 
often do the same today. To thoughtfully comment on the language of 
another time (including the technologically-influenced language of the 
future) we must accept that we will never fully understand that other lan-
guage. 
O’Brien critiques what he believes to be negative changes to language 
brought on by technology. One could argue that conceptualizing E2 and 
E1 as fundamentally different languages merely serves to highlight the 
dangers of accepting technologically-driven language changes. The argu-
ment goes something like this: Assume E2 is a new language that grows 
out of E1. Also assume that speakers of E2 perceive and interact with the 
world based on E2. If one believes that how people perceive and interact 
with the world matters, then it is important to ensure that E2 is a language 
that supports positive perception and interaction. If E2 grows out of E1, 
then it is likely that changes in E1 will later be reflected in the develop-
ment of E2. Thus, if a person has an opportunity to influence changes in 
E1 (say, by writing an article critiquing a new paucity of punctuation), 
then that person has a responsibility to do so – for the good of the future 
E2-speaking society. Therefore, commentators like O’Brien are justified 
in criticizing the ways in which new technology changes the language of 
their times. 
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However, this line of reasoning is based on a faulty premise28: that it is 
possible to direct the development of E2 by perpetuating or preventing 
changes in E1. An E1 speaker cannot understand E2. An E1 speaker and an 
E2 speaker, despite both appearing to speak English, are actually speaking 
two entirely different languages. If E1 and E2 are entirely different lan-
guages, it is possible that an E1 speaker would have no way of knowing 
how to intentionally direct the development of E2. Furthermore, even if 
an E1 speaker were to determine how to influence particular results in E2, 
the E1 speaker would not know what linguistic features in E2 would create 
the kind of language that would support positive perception and interac-
tion. What is beneficial for E1 may not be what is beneficial for E2. For 
example, focus on proper punctuation (p) may be a feature in E1 that sup-
ports positive human perception and interaction in the E1-speaking socie-
ty. However, in E2-speaking society, p may actually be a negative feature 
(perhaps because it disincentivizes new, creative forms of expression like 
the use of emoticons).  
The language of the past and the language of the future can only be un-
derstood in relation to their contexts. So it is not necessary to prove that 
an E2 speaker can understand E1 or E3. For Quine, the E1/E2/E3 distinc-
tion does not matter. References are always inscrutable, even for speakers 
of the same language. Thus, a person attempting to evaluate the language 
of the past or the future does not need to prove that she can understand 
either language. Instead, she must try to contextualize both languages and 
understand the ways in which the social framework of the time may have 
impact on the languages and the ways in which people speak them.  
III. 
CHANGE AND NEWNESS 
hroughout the essay, O’Brien waxes nostalgic for a form of the Eng-
lish language that likely did not even exist in his day, and possibly 
never quite existed.  
If I seem to exaggerate the effect of these agencies, or to overrate 
the part which they play in the development of present-day usage, 
                                                                                                                         
28 It is actually based on many faulty premises, but who has the time? 
T 
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I can only plead in extenuation the priceless heritage of English 
speech which it is ours to conserve. It is not the vanguards of the 
on-coming forces, but the richness of the treasures behind the cit-
adels that give importance to such a survey. Wider than Britain’s 
Empire and our great stretches of territory is the dominion of the 
English tongue, rich with the spoils of its honorable conquest. Its 
words and forms have been gathered, alike from the patois of sav-
ages29 and the languages of every civilization, old and new. Cer-
tainly there can be no such thing as trifles and no considerations 
deserving to be called unimportant among the influences which af-
fect in any degree the growth and permanency of our English, with 
its comprehensive and elastic vocabulary, and the splendid richness 
of its rhetorical forms. 
There is no harm in loving one’s own language, just as there is no harm in 
loving one’s own country. However, in love and loyalty to both, one must 
take caution to not fall prey to the temptation of nostalgia. A language 
(like a country) is constantly evolving. The “priceless heritage of English 
speech” that O’Brien refers to was not a static entity, even in his day. It 
was a “heritage” of language, a history of change. To respect and protect 
that language, then, is to also respect and protect its capacity to change – 
even if that change means more emoticons and fewer semicolons. 
There is no reason why linguistic changes wrought by technological 
shifts should be necessarily less legitimate than linguistic changes caused by 
centuries of British imperialism. O’Brien lovingly describes English as a 
language that incorporated cultural influences from various British territo-
ries and from other civilizations. He does not similarly praise the incorpo-
ration of influences from technology. However, what is new technology 
(or “machinery”) but a shift in culture? To put it another way, technologi-
cal change is important, in linguistics or otherwise, because it reflects a 
change in society. 
In “Digital Speech and Democratic Culture: A Theory of Freedom of 
Expression for the Information Society,” Jack Balkin writes: 
Instead of focusing on novelty, we should focus on salience. What 
elements of the social world does a new technology make particu-
                                                                                                                         
29 The non-ironic use of this term is an example of how language evolves and how that evolu-
tion can sometimes be for the better. 
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larly salient that went relatively unnoticed before? What features 
of human activity or of the human condition does a technological 
change foreground, emphasize, or problematize? And what are the 
consequences for human freedom of making this aspect more im-
portant, more pervasive, or more central than it was before?30 
It is unwise to dismiss out of hand, linguistic changes related to new tech-
nologies. What is salient about new technologies, including communica-
tion technologies, is what the technologies reveal about new shifts in cul-
ture and society.  
For example, one could argue, as O’Brien does, that the popularization 
of the telegraph caused a shift in the English language towards deprioritiz-
ing punctuation. What is really interesting, though, is what the populari-
zation of the telegraph reveals about globalization at the turn of the twen-
tieth century. Or perhaps what is interesting is the shift in public infor-
mation access, as people expected news stories delivered faster and from 
greater distances. In this context, then, using less punctuation could be 
seen as a positive change reflecting the democratization of information 
access and communication. 
It ultimately does not matter if the new technology we are debating is 
the telegraph or Telegram,31 the controversial encrypted mobile messag-
ing app. What matters is not so much that a new technology is new, but 
rather, what the new technology tells us about society and how it is chang-
ing. This is important to remember when discussing the impact of tech-
nology on language, but it is also important for technology law discus-
sions.  
O’Brien analyzed the impact of new technology through the lens of 
rhetoric. Lawyers and legal scholars analyze the impact of new technology 
through the lens of the law. Linguists use a linguistic lens. Philosophers, a 
philosophic one. What is common in each of these approaches is that lan-
guage is the sine qua non of all of these fields. The language we share (if one 
believes it to be possible to share a language) is of paramount importance 
                                                                                                                         
30 Jack Balkin, Digital Speech and Democratic Culture: A Theory of Freedom of Expression for the 
Information Society, 79 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1 (2004). 
31 Howard Wen, What is Telegram and is it secure?, CSO Online (May 18, 2018), www.cso 
online.com/article/3273344/privacy/what-is-telegram-and-is-it-secure.html. 
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to every single conversation for scholars and practitioners32 in each of the-
se fields. This means that essays like O’Brien’s (criticizing new changes in 
language) will continue to appear in magazines, on websites, and through 
whatever new forms of information sharing develop in the future.  
CONCLUSION 
he typewriter, telegraph, dictation, and shorthand all affected the 
way the English language developed. So too will computers, mobile 
phones, text messaging, email, social media, and so on. What is interest-
ing is not any particular technology in and of itself, but rather what the 
technological shift reveals about our society and the way we perceive and 
interact with our constantly-evolving language. The English language of 
today is not the same as the English language of O’Brien’s time, and it will 
not be the same as the English language as spoken by denizens of the fu-
ture.  
It is difficult to foretell how language will change or how any particular 
change in language may reflect on society. A technologically-influenced 
change in language may be good; it may be bad. Regardless, the change 
serves as a barometer for changes in society at large. One should take cau-
tion in criticizing new linguistic changes and the new technologies that 
drive them. Such criticism may be simply the defensive reaction of a per-
son speaking a language that is dying.  
The language of today is not the same as the language of the future. 
The technology of today will not be the technology of the future. The so-
ciety of today will not be the society of the future. When we reject new 
changes to language, what we are really objecting to is the unavoidable 
truth that all things pass, eventually. One day, the language we speak will 
no longer exist in any recognizable form. Our society will no longer exist 
as it does today. It is tempting, when faced with the prospect of mortality, 
to hold onto the belief that the larger societal structures we are part of 
(languages, cultures, countries) will continue to endure.  
Perhaps this is the real reason why every new change in language, 
technology, or society is quickly met with strong resistance and cries that 
                                                                                                                         
32 With the exception of philosophy, as it cannot be said with a straight face that there exist 
any non-scholarly philosophy “practitioners.” 
T 
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the new change is ruining the traditions of old. It is the same reason why 
the older children sneer at the younger ones – a gesture of strength thinly 
masking a wistful longing to return.  
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† Robert Lincoln O’Brien (1865-1955) was a journalist working in Washington, DC when he wrote 
the article reprinted here for the October 1904 issue of The Atlantic Monthly. 
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